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PUMP, PUMP, PUMP. THAT'S ONE STURDY TABLE 
 
 

Many new boats have tables and cutting surfaces, but they're 

typically positioned where the boatbuilder thinks is best, not always where 

they're wanted. SeaSucker tables are different. Using excessively strong 

Vacuum Mounts, they install almost anywhere, without holes or adhesives. 

Four models are offered to fit almost any need, on the water or off. 

All components of the tables are manufactured in the USA and come 

with the incredible holding power of the SeaSucker Vacuum Mount. The 

4.5" version holds an astonishing 120 lbs. on a wide range of surfaces 

without leaving marks, the 6", a massive 210 lbs. With overbuilt 

construction and stainless steel hardware, they're made to be used outside 

in extreme conditions and last for years. 

Using a SeaSucker table couldn't be simpler. After wetting the 

Vacuum Mount cups slightly, it 's positioned. Then, the integrated pump 

button is pressed several times until the orange indicator band is no longer 

visible. The result is a solid, sturdy surface. When it's time to stow, a 

squeeze of the tabs on the cup breaks the seal. It 's that easy. 

The Small and Large tables are made with 1/2" impervious white 

StarBoard®. Ideal for preparing bait and filleting fish, open corners allow 

for easy overboard disposal of waste. 
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The Small Table installs on a horizontal surface with a 4.5" Vacuum 

Mount. It has a 17" L x 11" W work space. 

The 22" L x 12" W Large Table has built-in knife slots, and comes 

with a 6" Vacuum Mount. It 's available to mount horizontally or with an "L" 

Bracket for vertical surfaces. 

Tellaro is the ultimate table, bar none. With a massive 34" L x 15" W 

work area, it 's big enough to handle the largest of tasks. It has two 

swappable surfaces, clear acrylic for use with the integrated LED lighting 

and rugged white HDPE for when it's time to work. It comes with a 

SeaSucker Ozy Mount that has two 6" Vacuum Mounts for 420 lbs. of 

holding power and lever-action adjustability for the perfect angle. It can 

even be customized with the boat's name or a company logo. 

SeaSucker's Small Cutting Table is $110; the Large Table with 6" 

SeaSucker is $155; the Large Table with "L" Bracket is $160; the Extra 

Large Tellaro Table is $600 and $675 if customized. 

Contact SeaSucker, LLC, 1912 44th Ave E., Bradenton, FL 34203. 

941-900-1850. info@seasucker.com; www.seasucker.com; 

www.facebook.com/SeaSucker; www.instagram.com/seasucker; 

www.youtube.com/user/SeaSuckerVideos. 

Editor's note: See SeaSucker's innovative products at the MIBS, Feb. 
14–18, booth D260. They invite editors to test and review its products; 
to request a sample, contact news@martinflory.com. 


